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Abstract
We investigate bifurcation scenario of the von K4arm4an equations with partially clamped boundary conditions de6ned
in rectangular domains. First, we study how the (preconditioned) Block GMRES method can be used in the context
of continuation methods for tracing solution curves of large systems of nonlinear equations. Next, we discuss linear
stabilities of the von K4arm4an equations with partially clamped boundary conditions. In particular, we calculate the 6rst
seven eigenvalues and its associated eigenfunctions of the linearized von K4arm4an equations via computer algebra. The
Block GMRES method is used to solve linear systems and to detect singularity along solution paths of the discrete
problem. Sample numerical results are reported. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The von K4arm4an equations describe deformation of an elastic plate  under compression, which
are governed by the following system of partial diAerential equations:
C2w + 
@2w
@x2
= [f;w]
C2f =− 12 [w; w]
in : (1.1)
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Nomenclature
NCS ordering of the continuation steps
	 accuracy tolerance in Newton corrector

2 the two-norm condition number of LTk
tol stopping criterion for the BGMRES method
NCI number of corrector iterations required at each continuation step
MAXNORM maximum norm of the approximating solution w
itr iteration numbers required by using the BGMRES to solve linear systems in
the predictor step
aitr1 average iteration numbers required by using the BGMRES to solve linear
systems in the corrector step
aitr2 average iteration numbers required by using the preconditioned BGMRES to
solve linear systems in the corrector step
Here  is the external load, C2 is the biharmonic operator in the plane,
2 :=
(
@2
@x2
+
@2
@y2
)2
;
and the bracket operator [ ; ] is de6ned by
[u; v] := uxxvyy − 2uxyvxy + uyyvxx:
In this paper, we consider rectangular plates  := [0; ‘] × [0; 1]; ‘¿ 0. The function w represents
deformation of the plate, while f corresponds to the Airy stress function, i.e., averaged stress over
the thickness of the plate. The von K4arm4an equations are derived as leading terms in the asymptotic
expansion of deformation of the three-dimensional plate, in which the load is coupled with the
thickness of the plate, see, e.g., [2, Chapter 14]; [11].
Classically, one imposes simply supported boundary conditions on the four sides of the plate, i.e.,
(a) w = Cw = 0
(b) f = Cf = 0
on @: (1.2)
These conditions, though hardly realizable experimentally, simpli6es mathematical analysis of the
system (cf. [19,21,24]). Bifurcations of Eqs. (1.1) with boundary conditions (1.2) have been studied
quite extensively, see, e.g., [13,19]. In particular, Chien and Chen [7] investigated multiple bifurcation
of this system by using numerical continuation methods [1,14], where the direct method was used
as the linear solver.
In [19], SchaeAer and Golubitsky showed that for the Airy stress function f, physically the
boundary conditions
@f
@n
=
@
@n
(Cf) = 0 on @ (1.3)
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are more relevant than the classical ones (1:2b). Moreover, diAerent types of boundary conditions for
f have little inIuence on the bifurcation structure of the von K4arm4an equations. In conjunction with
studies on mode jumping in the buckling of a rectangular plate, Golubitsky et al. [13,19] imposed
the following two types of boundary conditions:
w =


@w
@n
= 0 for x = 0; ‘;
Cw = 0 for y = 0; 1;
f =Cf = 0 on @ (1.4)
and
w =


@w
@n
= 0 for x = 0; ‘;
Cw = 0 for y = 0; 1;
@f
@n
=
@
@n
Cf = 0 on @; (1.5)
respectively. Conditions (1.4) and (1.5) correspond to the clamped sides x = 0; ‘ and the simply
supported ends y = 0; 1. Golubitsky et al. [13,19] found that mode jumping may occur under the
partially clamped boundary conditions but not for the simply supported boundary conditions (1.2),
and
w =Cw = 0
@f
@n
=
@
@n
Cf = 0
on @: (1.6)
The theoretical results of Golubitsky et al. were numerically veri6ed by Chien et al. [8], where the
boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.4) were imposed, respectively. Recently, Chien et al. [10] studied
buckling phenomenon of a rectangular plate with elastic support and restraint along two edges and
simple support along the other two edges. This corresponds to a bifurcation analysis of the von
K4arm4an equations with Robin boundary conditions. Little is known about the deformation of a plate
and bifurcation of the von K4arm4an equations with totally clamped boundary conditions (1.4) and
(1.5), (see, e.g., [3]).
In this paper, we study the bifurcation scenario of the von K4arm4an equations with boundary condi-
tions (1.5) from the viewpoint of numerical computation, where the predictor–corrector continuation
method is exploited to trace solution curves of the associated discrete problem. Speci6cally, we show
how the block GMRES (BGMRES) [18,22,23] can be implemented to solve linear systems for the
tangent vectors in the predictor step of continuation method. Of special interest here is the detection
of bifurcation points. In order to speed up the rate of convergence, a preconditioned version of
BGMRES was implemented to solve linear systems during the corrector process. Here we adopt the
idea of incomplete LU factorization to construct the desired preconditioner for the coePcient matrix.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the (preconditioned) BGMRES method
in the context of continuation methods. We show that BGMRES can be used to solve linear systems
as well as to detect singularities for bifurcation problems. Linear stabilities of the von K4arm4an
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equations with partially clamped boundary conditions are discussed in Section 3. In particular, the
6rst seven eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions of the linearized von K4arm4an equations are
obtained via computer algebra. In Section 4, we discuss simple algebraic bifurcation equations of
the von K4arm4an equations. Finally, our numerical results are reported in Section 5.
2. A continuation-block GMRES algorithm
We consider parameter-dependent problems of the form
H (x; ) = 0; (2.1)
where H : RN × R→ RN is a smooth mapping with x ∈ RN ;  ∈ R. We denote the Jacobian of H
by DH = [DxH;DH ], and the solution curve c of (2.1) by
c = {y(s) = (x(s); (s)) |H (y(s)) = 0; s ∈ I}:
Here I is any interval in R. Assuming that a parameterization via arc length is available on c, we
will trace the solution curve c by predictor–corrector continuation methods [1,14].
Let yi = (xi; i) ∈ RN+1 be a point which has been accepted as an approximating point for the
solution curve c. Probably the simplest predictor is the Euler predictor
zi+1;1 = yi +  iui: (2.2)
Here  i ¿ 0 is the step length, and ui is the unit tangent vector at yi, which is obtained by solving[
DxH (yi)DH (yi)
rTi
]
· ui =
[ L0
1
]
(2.3)
for some constraint vector ri ∈ RN+1. Now let yi; yi−1; : : : ; yi−k be the points which have been ac-
cepted as the approximating points for c, and ui; ui−1; : : : ; ui−k the corresponding unit tangent vectors.
The Adams–Bashforth two-, three- and four-step predictors are de6ned by
zi+1;1 = yi +  i · (3ui − ui−1)=2; (2.4)
zi+1;1 = yi +  i · (23ui − 16ui−1 + 5ui−2)=12; (2.5)
and
zi+1;1 = yi +  i · (55ui − 59ui−1 + 37ui−2 − 9ui−3)=24; (2.6)
respectively. We refer to [12] for details. Alternatively, one may also use Hermite cubic interpolating
on yi; yi−1 and ui; ui−1 to obtain zi+1;1=p(s+h), h¿ 0, where each component of p(s) is a polynomial
in s of degree less than or equal to 3 (see [25]). One may also exploit higher-order predictors, for
instance, the second- and the third-order Taylor predictors [20]. In general, a higher-order predictor
scheme will generate a predicted point which is closer to the solution curve c. The accuracy of
approximation to the solution curve must be improved via a corrector process. In practice, the
modi6ed Newton’s method with constraint[
DxH (zi+1;1)DH (zi+1;1)
uTi
]
wj =
[−H (zi+1; j)
0
]
; j = 1; 2; : : : (2.7)
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is solved, and we set zi+1; j+1= zi+1; j+wj; j=1; 2; : : : . If yi lies suPciently near c, then the modi6ed
Newton’s method will converge if the step size  i is small enough. We simplify the Eqs. (2.3) or
(2.7) as[
A p
qT (
] [
x

]
=
[
f
g
]
; (2.8)
where p; q; f ∈ RN and (; g ∈ R. The block elimination algorithm [6] is given as follows.
Algorithm 2.1. Block Elimination
Step 1. Solve Av= p; Aw = f.
Step 2. Compute = (g− qTw)=((− qTv).
Step 3. Compute x = w − v.
2.1. Block GMRES
We discuss how to use the BGMRES to solve the two linear systems simultaneously in Step 1 of
Algorithm 2.1. To start with, we consider the following linear systems of equations with multiple
right-hand sides:
AX = B; (2.9)
where the matrix A∈RN×N is nonsingular and nonsymmetric, and B∈RN×s. Let X (0)=[x(0)1 ; : : : ; x(0)s ]∈
RN×s be an initial block of initial guesses to the solutions of (2.9), and R(0) = [r(0)1 ; : : : ; r(0)s ] =
B − AX (0) ∈ RN×s the block of initial residuals, where r(0)i = bi − Ax(0)i . The BGMRES gener-
ates a block of approximate solutions X (k) = X (0) + Z (k) over the block Krylov subspace Kk ≡
span{R(0); AR(0); : : : ; Ak−1R(0)}, where Z (k) solves the following minimization problem
min
Z∈Kk
‖B− A(X (0) + Z)‖= min
Z∈Kk
‖R(0) − AZ‖: (2.10)
Algorithm 2.2. BGMRES
1. Start: Choose a block of initial guesses X (0) and compute R(0) = B− AX (0).
2. Compute the QR decomposition: R(0) = V1R, where
V1 ∈ RN×s is unitary and R ∈ Rs×s is upper triangular.
3. Iterate: For j = 1; 2; : : : ; k Do
Wj = AVj
For i = 1; 2; : : : ; j Do
Hi;j = V Ti Wj
Wj =Wj − ViHi; j
Compute the QR decomposition of Wj: Wj = Vj+1Hj+1; j
4. Solve the problem (2.10) for Z (k) and calculate
	 := ‖R(0) − AZ (k)‖:
If 	 is smaller than the given tolerance, then go to the next step, otherwise, increase k by one
and repeat Step 3 for j = k.
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5. Form the approximate solution:
X (k) = X (0) + Z (k), where Z (k) solves (2.10).
Let Uk = [V1; : : : ; Vk] ∈ RN×sk and let Tk ∈ Rsk×sk be the block upper Hessenberg matrix obtained
from Step 3 of Algorithm 2.2. Moreover, let LTk ∈ Rs(k+1)×sk be the matrix whose nonzero entries are
the same as those of Tk except for additional s rows whose only nonzero block entry is Hk+1; k in
the last s columns position. Note that the matrix Uk and the matrix LTk satisfy the following relation:
AUk = Uk+1 LTk:
Let E1 be the matrix of the 6rst s columns of Is(k+1) and set Z = UkY for some Y ∈ Rsk×s. Then
the least-squares problem (2.10) can be written as
min
Z∈Kk
‖R(0) − AZ‖= min
Z∈Kk
‖R(0) − AUkY‖
=min
Y
‖U1R− Uk+1 LTkY‖
=min
Y
‖Uk+1(E1R− LTkY )‖
=min
Y
‖E1R− LTkY‖: (2.11)
Thus, in practice, Steps 4 and 5 of Algorithm 2.2 should be replaced by
4′. Solve the problem (2.11) for Y (k) and calculate
	 := ‖E1R− LTkY (k)‖:
If 	 is smaller than the given tolerance, then go to the next step, otherwise, increase k by one
and repeat Step 3 for j = k.
5′. Form the approximate solution:
X (k) = X (0) + UkYk , where Yk minimizes (2.11).
Note that to maintain orthogonality of the matrices V1; : : : ; Vk , we can use the modi6ed Gram–Schmidt
process or, respectively, Householder transformations to construct an orthonormal basis for the block
Krylov subspace Kk . Remember one of our aims here is to detect singularity of the coePcient
matrices A in curve-tracking. Thus, we need to monitor the conditioning of AUk = Uk+1 LTk . This
can be done by performing a QR factorization on AUk = QkRk , where Qk ∈ RN×sk has orthonormal
columns and Rk ∈ Rsk×sk is upper triangular. All we need to do is to reduce the block upper
Hessenberg matrix LTk to an upper triangular matrix Rk . That is, we use Givens rotations J1; : : : ; Jsk
to obtain
Rk = (Isk ; 0)Jsk · · · J1 LTk;
where Qk=Uk+1J T1 · · · J Tsk(Isk ; 0)T is implicitly de6ned. If the orthonormal basis for Kk is constructed
such that UHk Uk = Isk , we have 
2(Rk) = 
2(AUk) = 
2(Ak)6
2(A), where Ak = A|Kk . In practice,
one can use incremental condition estimation to monitor the conditioning of Rk . We refer to [4,5]
for more details.
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2.2. Preconditioned Block GMRES
Usually, we impose preconditioning techniques on iterative method to speed up the rate of con-
vergence. In this section, to avoid 6ll-in elements, we adopt the idea of incomplete LU factorization
to construct the desired preconditioner for a given matrix A. Therefore, in view of the computational
cost, we indicate that a pattern-preserving incomplete LU factorization gives an ePcient precon-
ditioner. First, the BGMRES is used to solve (2.3) for the tangent vector ui as well as to detect
bifurcation points along solution curves of (2.1).
For the linear system (2.9), we assume that a preconditioner M is available in the form of an
incomplete LU factorization. i.e., M = LU; where L is a sparse lower triangular matrix and U is a
sparse upper triangular matrix such that the residual matrix S = LU − A satis6es certain constraints.
For instance, S might have zero entries in some locations. Then (2.9) can be transformed into the
following preconditioned linear system:
L−1AU−1Y = L−1B; X = U−1Y: (2.12)
To implement the BGMRES on (2.12), we need to minimize the residual norm of (2.12), namely,
min
X∈X (0)+KLUk
‖L−1(B− AX )‖2: (2.13)
Here KLUk is the Krylov subspace given by
KLUk ≡ span{Z (0); L−1AU−1Z (0); : : : ; (L−1AU−1)k−1Z (0)}
with Z (0) as the preconditioned residual, i.e., Z (0) = L−1R(0) = L−1(B− AX (0)).
As in Section 2.1, we obtain Uk ∈ RN×sk and LTk ∈ Rs(k+1)×sk which satisfy the following relation:
L−1AU−1Uk = Uk+1 LTk:
Setting Z = U−1UkY for some Y ∈ Rsk×s and letting Z (0) = V1R be the QR decomposition of Z (0),
then the minimum of (2.13) can be expressed as
min
X∈X (0)+KLUk
‖L−1B− L−1AX ‖= min
Z∈KLUk
‖L−1(B− AX (0))− L−1AZ‖
=min
Y
‖Z (0) − L−1AU−1UkY‖
=min
Y
‖V1R− Uk+1 LTkY‖
=min
Y
‖Uk+1E1R− Uk+1 LTkY‖
=min
Y
‖E1R− LTkY‖: (2.14)
Algorithm 2.3. Preconditioned BGMRES
1. Start: Choose a block of initial guesses X (0) and
solve Z (0) from LZ (0) = R(0), where R(0) = B− AX (0).
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2. Compute the QR decomposition: Z (0) = V1R, where
V1 ∈ RN×s is unitary and R ∈ Rs×s is upper triangular.
3. Iterate: For j = 1; 2; : : : ; k Do
solve Pj from UPj = Vj
W˜ j = APj
solve Wj from LWj = W˜ j
For i = 1; 2; : : : ; j Do
Hi;j = V Ti Wj
Wj =Wj − ViHi; j
Compute the QR decomposition of Wj: Wj = Vj+1Hj+1; j
4. Solve the problem (2.14) for Y (k) and calculate
	 := ‖E1R− LTkY (k)‖:
If 	 is smaller than the given tolerance, then go to the next step, otherwise, increase k by one
and repeat Step 3 for j = k.
5. Form the approximate solution:
X (k) = X (0) + U−1UkYk , where Yk solves (2.14).
3. Linear stabilities of the von K#arm#an equations
Under the boundary conditions (1.3) the problem
C2f =− 12 [w; w]
is well posed. If we require
∫
 f dx=0, then f can be solved uniquely as a function of w, namely,
f =− 12−2N [w; w]
with −1N as the inverse operator of the Laplacian with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
(1.3). Consequently, the von K4arm4an equations are equivalent to
G(w; ) :=C2w + 
@2w
@x2
+ 12 [
−2
N [w; w]; w] = 0: (3.1)
Let Ck;s() denote the space of functions u such that all partial derivatives of u of order k or less
belong to Cs(). The operator G maps the space
X := {u ∈ C4; s(); u satis6es the boundary conditions (1:5)}
into Y :=Cs(). To study stabilities of the trivial solution (w; ) ≡ (0; ) for  ∈ R, we examine
the linearized von K4arm4an equations with partially clamped boundary conditions
C2w + wxx = 0 in  = [0; l]× [0; 1];
w =
{
wn = 0 on x = 0 and x = l;
Cw = 0 on y = 0 and y = 1:
(3.2)
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Following the discussion in SchaeAer=Golubitsky [19], we apply the rule of separation of variables
to (3.2). That is, let the solutions of (3.2) have the form
w(x; y) = u(x) · v(y) = 0:
Then Eq. (3.2) becomes
u(4) + u′′
u
+ 2
u′′v′′
uv
+
v(4)
v
= 0; (3.3)
and the boundary conditions reduce to
u(0) = u(l) = u′(0) = u′(l) = 0; (3.4a)
v(0) = v(1) = v′′(0) = v′′(1) = 0: (3.4b)
For the space of functions
{v ∈ C4; s[0; 1]; v(0) = v(1) = 0; v′′(0) = v′′(1) = 0}
we choose the basis
{sin ny; n ∈ N}:
Note that the space {u(x)sin ny; n ∈ N} is invariant under the operator 2 + (@2)=@x2. We choose
v(y) = sin ny
in (3.3) and obtain the following equation for u:
u(4) + (− 2n22)u′′ + n44u= 0: (3.5)
The characteristic equation of (3.5) is
a4 + [− 2(n)2]a2 + (n)4 = 0
with four solutions
a1 :=
{
(n)2 − 
2
+
[

(

4
− n22
)]1=2}1=2
; a2 := − a1;
a3 :=
{
(n)2 − 
2
−
[

(

4
− n22
)]1=2}1=2
; a4 := − a3: (3.6)
The general solution of (3.5) is of the form
u(x) =
4∑
i=1
cieaix; (3.7)
where the constants ci ∈ C will be determined by the boundary conditions (3.4a). We are interested
in real solutions of (3.5). To this end, we consider the following three cases in (3.6): (a) =4 −
(n)2 ¡ 0; (b) =4− (n)2 = 0; (c) =4− (n)2 ¿ 0. In the case (a) there is no real solution for ,
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while (b) implies that u ≡ 0, the trivial solution. For =4¿ (n)2 the solutions of (3.5) have the
form
u(x) = c1 cos!1x + c2 sin!1x + c3 cos!2x + c4 sin!2x;
where
!1 =
√
<1 − <2 ¿ 0; !2 =
√
<1 + <2 ¿ 0;
<1 :=

2
− (n)2; <2 =
[

(

4
− n22
)]1=2
:
By elementary calculations we obtain
!21 + !
2
2 = − 2(n)2; !22 − !21 =
√
2 − 4(n)2: (3.8)
Elimination of  in these equations yields
!1!2 = (n)2:
The boundary conditions u(0) = u′(0) = 0 imply that c3 =−c1 and c4 =−c2!1=!2 in (3.7). Thus,
u(x) = c1(cos!1x − cos!2x) + c2(!2 sin!1x − !1 sin!2x)
= c1=(x) + c2 (x);
where
=(x) = cos!1x − cos!2x;  (x) = !2 sin!1x − !1 sin!2x: (3.9)
The boundary conditions u(l) = u′(l) = 0 reduce to a linear system for c1; c2,
(cos!1‘ − cos!2‘)c1 + (!2 sin!1‘ − !1 sin!2‘)c2 = 0;
(−!1 sin!1‘ + !2 sin!2‘)c1 + !1!2(cos!1‘ − cos!2‘)c2 = 0: (3.10)
The system (3.10) has nontrivial solutions if and only if the determinant of its coePcient ma-
trix vanishes. Thereafter, by elementary calculations we derive an equation for  with n and l as
parameters,
2n22(1− cos!1‘ cos!2‘)− (− 2n22)sin!1‘ sin!2‘ = 0: (3.11)
We rewrite this equation as
2n22(1− cos(!1 + !2)‘) + 2(cos(!1 + !2)‘ − cos(!1 − !2)‘) = 0;
and note that
(!1 + !2)2 = ; (!1 − !2)2 = − 4n22:
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Eq. (3.11) can be simpli6ed as
2n22(1− cos
√
‘) +

2
(cos
√
‘ − cos
√
− 4n22 ‘) = 0: (3.12)
Note that though  = 4n22 is a solution of this equation, it will be excluded in the discussion
below. A solution 0 of (3.12) corresponds to a bifurcation point (0; 0) of (3.1). For simplicity we
let DwG(0; 0) ≡ DwG0. The kernel of DwG0 is generically one-dimensional
Ker(DwG0) = span[(c1=(x) + c2 (x)) sin(ny)];
where (c1; c2) is a nontrivial solution of Eq. (3.10).
For the reIections of the domain
S1 : (x; y) ∈  → (‘ − x; y) ∈ ; S2 : (x; y) ∈  → (x; 1− y) ∈ ;
we de6ne their actions on the function space C() by
Siu(x; y) := u(Si(x; y)); i = 1; 2:
One sees that for any u(x; y) ∈ ker(DwG0)
S2u(x; y) = u(x; 1− y) = (−1)n+1u(x; y)
and
S1u(x; y) = u(‘ − x; y) = (c1=(‘ − x) + c2 (‘ − x)) sin(ny);
where c1 and c2 satis6es Eq. (3.12).
3.1. Numerical calculation of bifurcation points
As indicated above, we calculate bifurcation points of (3.1) on the trivial solution branch by
solving (3.12) numerically, where the case  = 4n22 is excluded. As an example we choose the
length ‘=2 and examine the solutions of (3.12). For n=1; 2, Fig. 1 shows the graph of Eq. (3.12)
with  as the independent variable. The intersection points of these curves with the -axis give
bifurcation points of (3.1).
Numerical solutions show that the 6rst six bifurcation points of (3.1) correspond to the 6rst six
solutions of (3.12) with n=1, see Figs. 2–4 for the eigenfunctions. The seventh bifurcation point is
a solution of (3.12) with n= 2. Correspondingly, this kind of buckling state occurs quite later (cf.
Fig. 5), compared to the simply supported boundary conditions (see [8]).
3.2. Double bifurcation points
If we set
1− cos
√
‘ = 0;
cos
√
‘ − cos
√
− 4n22 ‘ = 0;
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Fig. 1. Graph of Eq. (3.12).
Fig. 2. Eigenfunctions corresponding to the 6rst two eigenvalues.
Fig. 3. Eigenfunctions corresponding to the third and the fourth eigenvalues.
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Fig. 4. Eigenfunctions corresponding to the 6fth and the sixth eigenvalues.
Fig. 5. Eigenfunction corresponding to the seventh eigenvalue 7 = 168:4219.
in Eq. (3.12), then
√
− 4n22 ‘ = 2m;
√
‘ = 2(k + m) for some k; m ∈ N:
From these equations, we obtain the following special solutions of (3.12):
0 =
4n22(k + m)2
k(k + 2m)
; ‘0 =
√
k(k + 2m)
n
: (3.13)
This coincides with the results in [19,8]. In particular, the equalities
!1‘ = k; !2‘ = (k + 2m)
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hold and the system (3.10) becomes trivial, i.e., it is satis6ed for all (c1; c2) ∈ R2. In other words,
for 0; ‘0 in (3.10), (0; 0) is a double bifurcation point and
Ker(DwG0) = span[=(x) sin(ny);  (x) sin(ny)]:
Here
=(x) = cos
(
k
‘
x
)
− cos
(
k + 2m
‘
x
)
and
 (x) = 
[
k + 2m
‘
sin
(
k
‘
x
)
− k
‘
sin
(
k + 2m
‘
x
)]
are the two independent eigenfunctions of Eq. (3.5) with
!1 = k

‘
and !2 =
k + 2m
‘
:
To study mode jumping of Eq. (1.1) with boundary conditions (1.5) (or (1.6)), we are interested
in the lowest eigenvalue with minimum length of the plate. So we choose m= n=1 in (3.13), then
‘0 =
√
k(k + 2). We refer to [8] for similar discussion and for the numerical results.
4. Path following at the simple bifurcation points
Consider branch switching and path following across simple bifurcation points. First, we note that
the operator DwG0 = 2 + 0@2=@x2 is Fredholm from X into Y and self-adjoint with respect to the
L2-products in X; Y . Hence we have
X = ker(DwG0)⊕ (Im(DwG0) ∩ X ); ker(DwG0) = span[v0]: (4.1)
Thereafter, consider a smooth solution curve {(w(t); (t)) ∈ X × R; t ∈ A⊂R} passing through
(0; 0) at t = 0 with a nonvanishing speed, i.e.,
(w(0); (0)) = (0; 0); (w˙0; ˙0) = 0; (4.2)
where A  0 is a subset of the parameter space R. Due to the independence of the decomposition
of the space X on t and equality (4.2), (w(t); (t)) is of the form
w(t) = t<(t)v0 + tv(t);
(t) = 0 + tB(t);
where <(t); B(t) ∈ R; v(t) ∈ Im(DwG0) for all t ∈ A. DiAerentiating the equation
G(w(t); (t)) = 0 (4.3)
with respect to t at t = 0 we derive v(0) = 0. Thus, we determine the bifurcating solution branches
with the enlarged system:
C(v; <; B; t) :=

G(t<v0 + t
2v; 0 + tB)=t2
〈v0; v〉
<2 + B2 − 1

= 0: (4.4)
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Obviously, C maps X × R3 into Y × R. We de6ne C at t = 0 by its limit
C(v; <; B; 0) :=

DwG
0v+ 12DwwG
0(<v0)2 + BDwG0(<v0)
〈v0; v〉
<2 + B2 − 1

= 0: (4.5)
One can prove that C is at least C1-continuous at t=0. Examining the 6rst component of C(v; <; B; 0),
we see that Eq. (4.5) has solutions if and only if there exist <; B ∈ R such that
1
2<
2DwwG0v20 + <BDwG
0v0 ∈ Im(DwG0):
Together with the decomposition of X we deduce an equation for <; B
〈v0; 12<2DwwG0v20 + <BDwG0v0〉= a<2 + b<B = 0; (4.6)
where a and b are given by
a := 〈v0; 12DwwG0v20〉; b := 〈v0; DwG0v0〉:
Together with
<2 + B2 − 1 = 0
we obtain a nonlinear system of equations for <; B.
One may readily verify that the solutions for this system are
(0;±1);
( ±b√
a2 + b2
;
∓a√
a2 + b2
)
:
The solution <=0, B=±1 corresponds to the trivial solution curve, while the next solution ±(<0; B0)
lead to the same bifurcating solution branch for Eq. (3.1). More precisely, there is a unique v0 ∈
Im(DwG0) such that (v0; <0; B0; 0) is a nonsingular solution of (4.5). Hence, the implicit function
theorem implies the existence of a unique solution of (4.4) passing through this point at t=0, which
gives a solution branch of (3.1) bifurcating at (0; 0). Starting from (v0; <0; B0; 0), one can follow the
solution branch of (3.5) with various continuation methods, see, e.g., [15–17].
5. Numerical examples
In this section, we report two numerical examples concerning implementations of the (precon-
ditioned) BGMRES algorithm on the von K4arm4an equations with partially clamped boundary con-
ditions. All of our computations were executed on an IBM RS=6000 SP2 machine with High-
Performance Fortran Compiler and with 64 bit IEEE arithmetic at National Chung Hsing University.
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Table 1
Sample result for Example 1, h=0:05, 	=5·10−4, tol=5 ·10−9, =39:3126, using the BGMRES
NCS  MAXNORM 
2 itr NCI aitr1
7 38.3494 0.01245 0:1023E + 07 85 2 88
10 38.8454 0.02356 0:1939E + 07 89 2 93
12 39.1188 0.04595 0:3692E + 07 88 2 92
14 39.2729 0.09287 0:6484E + 07 92 2 93
15 39.3126 0.11920 0:7053E + 07 90 2 93
16 39.3435 0.14587 0:7008E + 07 92 2 93
18 39.3961 0.19950 0:5817E + 07 91 2 88
21 39.4740 0.27986 0:3816E + 07 89 2 92
23 39.5315 0.33317 0:2893E + 07 90 2 92
25 39.6244 0.38505 0:2414E + 07 91 2 94
Table 2
Sample result for Example 1, h = 0:05, 	 = 5 · 10−4, tol = 5 · 10−9,  = 39:3126, using the
preconditioned BGMRES
NCS  MAXNORM 
2 itr NCI aitr2
7 38.3494 0.01245 0:1030E + 07 89 2 19
10 38.8454 0.02356 0:1941E + 07 88 2 20
12 39.1188 0.04595 0:3697E + 07 88 3 21
14 39.2729 0.09287 0:6451E + 07 91 2 22
15 39.3126 0.11920 0:7061E + 07 93 2 23
16 39.3435 0.14587 0:7011E + 07 92 2 22
18 39.3961 0.19950 0:5818E + 07 92 2 21
21 39.4740 0.27986 0:3819E + 07 89 2 38
23 39.5315 0.33317 0:2894E + 07 89 2 42
25 39.6244 0.38505 0:2421E + 07 92 2 21
Example 1. We consider the von K4arm4an equations with partially clamped boundary conditions (see
[9])
C2!+ 
@2w
@x2
= [f;w];
C2f =− 12 [w; w] in  =
[
0; 12
]× [0; 12] ;
f =Cf = 0; w =Cw = 0 on x = 0 and y = 0;
fn = fnnn = 0; wn = wnnn = 0 on x = 12 and y =
1
2 : (5.1)
Eq. (5.1) was discretized by the standard 13-point centered diAerence approximations with uniform
meshsize h = 0:05 on the x- and y-axis, respectively. Our sample numerical results are shown in
Tables 1 and 2, where the BGMRES and the preconditioned BGMRES were used to solve the linear
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Fig. 6. Contour of the solution branch of Example 1, w.
Table 3
Sample result for Example 2, h=0:025, 	=5 ·10−4, tol=5 ·10−9, =61:42, using the BGMRES
NCS  MAXNORM 
2 itr NCI aitr1
11 60.9652 0.08119 0:6503E + 07 173 2 180
13 61.1502 0.11226 0:8727E + 07 177 2 181
15 61.2733 0.14825 0:1080E + 08 180 2 180
17 61.3582 0.18609 0:1223E + 08 181 2 180
18 61.3923 0.20530 0:1263E + 08 178 2 179
19 61.4228 0.22460 0:1284E + 08 178 2 181
20 61.4506 0.24397 0:1282E + 08 176 2 179
21 61.4765 0.26338 0:1267E + 08 178 2 180
23 61.5246 0.30227 0:1202E + 08 179 2 176
25 61.5475 0.32173 0:1157E + 08 177 2 167
systems for the tangent vectors and for the corrector process, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the contour
of this solution branch w at = 39:3961.
Example 2. In this example, we consider the following problem:
C2!+ 
@2w
@x2
= [f;w];
C2f =− 12 [w; w] in C =
[
0; 14
]× [0; 12] :
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Table 4
Sample result for Example 2, h = 0:025, 	 = 5 · 10−4, tol = 5 · 10−9,  = 61:42, using the
preconditioned BGMRES
NCS  MAXNORM 
2 itr NCI aitr2
9 60.9660 0.08129 0:6422E + 07 172 2 36
11 61.1507 0.11239 0:8729E + 07 175 2 36
13 61.2737 0.14839 0:1081E + 08 178 2 37
15 61.3585 0.18623 0:1224E + 08 177 2 37
16 61.3925 0.20544 0:1264E + 08 179 2 36
17 61.4230 0.22475 0:1282E + 08 178 2 36
18 61.4508 0.24411 0:1280E + 08 176 2 37
19 61.5012 0.28296 0:1239E + 08 177 2 38
21 61.5924 0.36080 0:1054E + 08 174 2 34
23 61.6817 0.43856 0:8451E + 07 170 2 38
Fig. 7. The solution curves w of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2).
f =Cf = 0; w =Cw = 0 on x = 0 and y = 0;
fn = fnnn = 0; wn = wnnn = 0 on x = 14 and y =
1
2 : (5.2)
Eq. (5.2) was discretized by the centered diAerence approximations with uniform meshsize h =
0:025 on the x- and y-axis, respectively. Tables 3 and 4 show the 6rst bifurcation point of (5.2) is
detected at  ≈ 61:42. Fig. 7 shows the solution curves w of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). The contour of
this solution branch at = 61:4508 is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Contour of the solution branch of Example 2, w.
In conclusion, we see that the average number of iterations for solving linear systems with the
preconditioned BGMRES is much smaller than that without preconditioning.
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